Azure Business Continuity and
Disaster Recovery (BC/DR) Services
You cannot anticipate when an outage will impact your business. Lost time and productivity often lead to lost
profitability. Paying for a second site, or colocation filled with servers/VMs, can also be an expensive proposition,
often making organizations weigh whether the cost outweighs the risk.
Using modern technology to protect critical apps and functions should not be a difficult decision. Let the scalability,
affordability, and power of the Azure Cloud be your answer. The Azure BC/DR solution is built to scale with the
ever‑changing needs of your organization, as well as to meet your RTO/RPO requirements.

Azure BC/DR Services
To determine the proper BC/DR solution, Connection offers a Deployment and Capacity Planning
Assessment. The data from this assessment allows our team to produce a comprehensive
report with information, including VM and OS compatibility, bandwidth and RPO impact, Azure
infrastructure and on premises requirements.
Our experts analyze these findings to create a custom-designed document, including Azure
consumption estimates, Connection’s Azure BC solution recommendations, and a follow‑up
Statement of Work for BC/DR activities.
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Common BC/DR Service Requests
Connection’s Microsoft Cloud Services Team will implement a custom BC/DR solution for your cloud
and on premises-based workloads, in the case of a catastrophic outage, data corruption, deletion, or
loss at the VM or Application layer. During the Statement of Work phase, you work with our experts
to determine which activities you would like Connection to help implement. The most common BC/DR
service requests include:
On-premises, physical, Hyper-V,
and even VMware workloads

Server backups, at both the
OS and application level

SQL and Windows Always ON
clustering to Azure for
advanced failover capabilities

VPN connectivity to get your
organization up and running quickly,
following a system failure

Azure site recovery replication
from on‑premises to Azure,
Azure to Azure, or even on‑premises
to a colocation, or third-party
public cloud provider

Private connectivity to ensure
the best possible bandwidth
A 6-month follow-up and failover test
to ensure your organization is protected

Even a minor outage can put your organization at a disadvantage. Be ready with a
cloud‑based or on premises BC/DR solution from Connection. Contact an Account Manager
for more information today!
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